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Skellig Michael, cell, double lintel. Priest/camera [ca. 1890-1910]
The image on the the cover of this edition of the newsletter is a wonderful
colourised version of a old glass slide photo [ca. 1890-1910] of one beehive
hut at Skellig Michael. This digitally coloured image is part of a project
called Old Ireland in Colour.

Old Ireland in Colour aims to bring Ireland’s history to life by
colourising black and white photographs of Ireland and the Irish from
the 19th and 20th centuries, tells creator John Breslin. Although we
are used to seeing the past in black and white, people lived their lives
in colour and it is important to be able to see the various aspects of
people’s lives and their world in a manner that is closer to how they
lived them. A combination of new artificial intelligence technologies
and human-guided interventions have been used to colourise,
enhance and restore hundreds of old photographs of Irish
significance. Historical sources are consulted where available, and
these restorations can evolve as new facts become available in the
future.
John Breslin is a Professor at NUI Galway, where he has taught
engineering, computer science and entrepreneurship over a twentyyear period. He is a researcher with three SFI Research Centres:
Insight (Data Analytics), Confirm (Smart Manufacturing), and
VistaMilk (AgTech). He has written over 200 publications and coauthored two books. He is co-founder of boards.ie, adverts.ie, and the
PorterShed. From the Burren, he lives in Connemara.
You can find more of his wonderful work on his Facebook page
www.facebook.com/oldirelandincolour
Thank you to Mr. Breslin, as well as the National Library of Ireland for the use of this image for our publication.
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Hello,
Welcome to our latest members newsletter.
We hope that you are all keeping well and staying safe.
Apologies for the lateness of this edition of our newsletter. Our July edition turned into our August
issue and now it’s early September….. Hopefully it is worth the wait and we thank all our volunteers
for all the hard work they put in, working around their busy personal schedules, especially during
these very challenging times we are all experiencing currently.
And while we all try to do our best to stay safe and stay apart, most of our workshops and events
are still suspended until further notice. We are monitoring announcements from the government and
will follow any recommendations as they are made. We are delighted though to be assisting the
Féile na gCloch Festival of Stones with some of their online events this year as their festival goes
online. There will be lots of really great stuff happening over that weekend so we hope that
everyone can tune in and take part. We will have more information on this soon. We may not have
much other news on dry stone walling events and workshops that are happening, but we do have
lots of great member contributions and stories for you.
We have another great interview from Jim Fahy who chats with the retired Cork Stonemason Dave
Walsh. We have a story from Ian Kinross, a Toronto writer, retired communications consultant and
amateur dry stone waller who has joined our association in recent years.
We have another article on dry stone walls from an engineer’s perspective from engineer and
DSWAI director, John Lyness who looks at dry stone retaining walls.
We have to wait a little longer for the second part of our two-part in-depth look at the dry stone
features of Skellig Michael. This will hopefully be ready for our next newsletter.
As always, the admin team would be delighted to receive photos, articles and letters from the
membership on dry stone related topics so please do send us your stuff by contacting admin at
info@dswai.ie. We look forward to hearing from you.
Enjoy the newsletter!
Slán go fóil,
DSWAI Team
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Association News
Charity Status Application
DSWAI submitted an application to The
Charity Regulator on August 5th for Charitable
Status. The application was acknowledged by
reply but we have not yet had any response
regarding a decision about our submission.
The membership will be updated should there
be any further news on this.

SPAB Working Party 2020 Postponed
The SPAB Working Party 2020 (due to take
place at Poulakerry Tower House, Kilsheelin,
County Tipperary) has been postponed due to
the new restrictions around group size and
outdoor public events.
With it only being possible to gather in numbers
of 15 or less outside the numbers able to attend
would have made the event just too small to be
of value in going ahead with.
For more news on the event and the great
work that the SPAB continue to do check out
their facebook page SPAB Ireland or why not
sign up to their mailing list here or even join as
a member here.

Italy trip to Terragnolo postponed to
June 2021
Four DSWAI members (Karl Kennedy, Michael
Fearnhead, Paul Phaid Cunningham and
Ronan Crehan) were due to travel to
Terragnolo, in Northern Italy in 2020 to
participate in a dry stone walling competition
and demonstration on behalf of DSWAI.
This event is organized as an international
competition to celebrate the ICH of dry stone
walling. It is called the 'Not only Rocks' festival
The event had already been postponed from
June 2020 to October 2020 but in light of the
ongoing difficulties around international travel
and the spread of the pandemic the
organizers have decide to roll over the 4th
annual event to summer 2021.

Heritage Week Short (The Art of Dry
Stone Walling)
DSWAI were invited by The Department of
Culture, Heritage & The Gaeltacht to participate
in demonstrating the Art of Dry Stone Walling
during Heritage Week 2020.
It was decided to create a short film about the
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Dry Stone in
Ireland and the transfer of the knowledge from
one generation to another.
The short, made by local Galway videographer
Paul Murphy was funded by the Department of
Culture, Heritage & The Gaeltacht.
Forum Connemara's Ability Program participants
and DSWAI member Fergus Packman featured in
this short which brought to the screen, in a
nutshell, the process through which the
participants have engaged with learning dry
stone walling.
The film has been added to the Irish Inventory of
ICH https://nationalinventoryich.chg.gov.ie/drystone-construction/

Members forum
Members not already signed up to the forum are
reminded that it is a free membership benefit. All
are encouraged to join. Currently, the board and
other volunteers are looking at ways to
invigorate the forum and improve it both as a
source of information and networking for
members. The board would like to call on
members to submit expressions of interest in
ways in which the forum could be improved and
adapted. If you have any ideas please do let us
know.

DSWAI Bursary
Three members of DSWAI, Nick Aitken, Roisin
Beirne and Ken Curran have been working on
developing the conditions for applying for the
Bursary scheme. More on this as the terms are
defined and the program evolves to open for
applications.
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2020-2022 ERASMUS HERITAGE VOLUNTEERS AND LEADERS II
DSWAI is one of 15 partners from 12 countries in the REMPART 2020-2022 Erasmus HVL II scheme.
13 actions will take place at 10 sites all over France before the end of 2022.
Participation in the project will mean DSWAI are to send a team of young people (aged between 18
and 35) and a team leader (or two) to a location in the south of France to volunteer on a dry stone
heritage project for a week next Spring/Summer 2021.
Participants will get the opportunity to work alongside volunteers from organizations based across
Europe and learn dry stone walling skills while helping to conserve some of France's built heritage.
A meeting with delegates from each partner organization is hopefully to take place in Paris later this
year. This will be attended by two delegates from DSWAI, if it is possible to travel.
This meeting will aim to help co-ordinate the scheme and form connections between the 15 participant
organizations in advance of the working parties.
More news on this exciting project as it evolves.

Intangible Cultural Heritage of Dry Stone and UNESCO
In July the DSWAI were invited by the Department of Culture, Heritage & The Gaeltacht to engage with
the process of applying for ICH listing for the art of dry stone walling for Ireland.
Having liaised with representatives from all eight of the countries subscribed to the UNESCO listing the
DCH&G representative met with positive responses when the subject of Ireland joining as a ninth
country was raised.
What this means for Ireland and DSWAI is the beginning of a process that will culminate in submission
to UNESCO, ideally before 31st March 2021.
The original submission was made by the eight countries lead by Greece.
Greece, as the lead country, will liaise with Ireland on our application process. The DCH&G
representatives and staff will also assist members of the DSWAI in drafting the application including
assisting with the funding of a short film on the craft here and the intangible cultural value of it.
Members are invited to contact the DSWAI ICH representative Ken either through email info@dswai.ie
or on 0876076762 to arrange to make a contribution to demonstrating the ICH of dry stone.
This could be in many forms; photographs, video, a collection of stories/or folklore or to offer a letter of
support to the application.
In the course of the next few months we will be trying to connect with as many members, groups and
independent individuals who are involved in the practice of the art of dry stone walling and promoting it
to ask that they contribute to the application and gain recognition themselves as part of as many
examples of a living cultural practice as can be included.
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In order for the application to be approved by UNESCO it will first need to be approved by the countries
already subscribed as well as an independent reviewer and ultimately the UNESCO Council Itself. The
Council Review could take a further 12 months after submission of the application next March.
This whole process is very exciting for dry stone walling in Ireland and will hopefully lead to further
recognition of the need for the state to support the craft and the continuance of it here. In addition, it
should lead to tangible connections with organizations from the eight countries already subscribed,
Croatia, Cyprus, France, Greece, Italy, Slovenia, Spain, and Switzerland.
The state of Luxembourg is also currently considering joining Ireland in submitting an application.

DSWAI Supports Forum Connemara Mentoring Pilot Program

Image: Fergus compliments the two learners Oisin and Stephen on the work they have done so far on their respective walls.

DSWAI member and tutor Fergus Packman has been engaged in teaching and mentoring in the art of
dry stone walling with two young people through the Forum Connemara Ability program.
Two young men from the Oughterard area spent four half days in July and early August learning the
basics of dry stone walling with Fergus.
This project came about in no small way because of the initiative of one of the young people who made
it their business to contact Fergus. Stephen and Oisin have taken to walling well and the project
continues to evolve into something which it is hoped will lead to more and more opportunities for work.
Our next newsletter will feature a full article on this project, with news and an update on how things are
going.
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The Waller and Dry Stone Retaining Walls – a review of some published advice.
By DSWAI Member & DSWAI Director John Lyness
Introduction
Retaining walls, like freestanding walls, can be straight, curved or have corners on plan. They can
slope up and slope down and across hillsides. Today, because of this greater flexibility than
monolithic construction, they can be very skilfully used within landscapes, see Fig. 1. Furthermore,
the weathering of dry stone walls and their usefulness as small scale habitat hosts and refuges
encourages and promotes wildlife and plant ecology.

Fig.1 Curving dry stone retaining walls on a slope. Photo and work by Chuck Eblacker

Historically the tools the waller had to hand, were a spade, a hammer and perhaps a chisel. The
material for construction, stone, was sourced nearby. Retaining walls in the countryside were not
constructed using mechanical excavators, drills, scaffolding, props or electronic instruments, so their
height was limited, or some sort of stepped ground profile was used. A useful guide to the
construction of dry stone retaining walls was produced by the DSWA, Penine Branch, in 1990.
This article is intended to review some of the published advice on the construction and use of dry
stone walls as retaining walls that has been retrieved from publications written by dry stone wallers
and others.
In summary, the advice to dry stone wallers is to limit the height of dry stone retaining walls to less
than 1.20 metre.
Around Ireland many retaining walls over 1.20m in height can be seen. However, age, ownership
and location are important factors to be taken into account when ascertaining the bases of the
construction of these higher walls. When dry stone building moved from the agricultural freestanding
walls in the countryside, to the dry stone retaining walls that form parts of the Cy19 Victorian
infrastructure – roads, canals, railways, harbours - then many local prescriptive specifications for
materials and construction were used and they were backed up by trials and observed failures.
In Ireland, dry stone retaining walls have been adapted from the form of manual construction for
freestanding walls. Formerly, locally sourced field stone was used for their construction and latterly
quarried stone. When assessing, or examining a retaining wall which may now be overgrown, it is
important to determine whether a soil retaining action is actually present.
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On many occasions banks and cuttings may be clad in stones which are acting as a revetment rather
than a retaining wall. The stone cladding, or revetment, is providing some stability to the surface of a
slope or bank and giving some protection against surface erosion. This armoring of slopes was
common in military structures and is evident at the foot of the walls of Norman castles.
In the early Cy19, during the rapid expansion of Irish infrastructure, the concerns about the widespread
use of dry stone retaining walls led to the first ever recorded systematic trials of dry stone retaining
walls in Dun Laoghaire, in 1834. These tests were commissioned by Sir James Burgoyne RE when
he became the Commissioner of Irish Public Works. So thorough was the recording of these wall trials
that the results are still used to this day.
The vertical and horizontal actions or forces (or loads), on dry stone retaining walls differ very
significantly from those on dry stone freestanding walls because of the existence of large permanent
horizontal actions on a retaining wall. While the wall self weight is similar to that of the freestanding
wall, the horizontal actions or forces, due to soil pressure, water pressure and seepage are many
times greater and in action, permanently, all the time.
Depending on the changes of land use and land ownership, near to the wall, the structural resistance
of the retaining wall and its stability, can become a hostage to the future and this may be an
unforeseen and disproportionate risk to the wall builder, see Fig. 2.

Fig.2 Possible changes in land use adjacent to a retaining wall

Why build a retaining wall

Fig.3 Vineyard Terraces - Manorola, Italy

The primary motive for agricultural retaining walls
was to create level land, which was easier to work
and therefore had increased value. In Ireland some
examples like this may be seen near floodplains,
but these examples are minor compared to the use
of agricultural terracing around Europe, Asia and
South America. In large regions, within countries
such as Portugal, Italy, Greece, India etc, see
Fig .3. Agriculture is highly dependent on long
established terraces using dry stone retaining walls.
This has prompted research by the EU into the
structural behavior of dry stone retaining walls in
response to earthquakes and climate change
induced rainstorm events.
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Another motive for the construction of rural retaining walls
was/is for hillside roads, using the cut and fill road
construction method, see Figs. 4 and 5. The development of
the Irish road infrastructure in the Cy19 and the emergence
of Irish railway companies led to the construction of many
new road and rail routes around the coasts, along hillsides
and on floodplain edges.

Fig. 4 Hillside road construction,
Lombard St, San Francisco, US.

Fig.5 Hillside road construction – Cut and Fill method

Today in France, outside the Route National system, a very large proportion of the secondary road
network makes use of dry stone retaining walls to support cut and fill roads. Like the agricultural
terracing walls around the Mediterranean, these are now becoming very vulnerable to the effects of
climate change, see Fig. 6 – that is, the more frequent occurrence of extreme weather events, including
hillslope saturation and intense localized rainstorms.
During the Cy18 and Cy19 in Ireland, the fashion for
the planned landscaping of landed estates and
demesnes made use of levelled areas (later lawns)
around a house and lawn edge slopes quaintly named
as ‘Hahas’, which required stone revetments or dry
stone retaining walls of 3-5ft. Within the associated
estate, there were many agricultural facilities such as
pits, ponds, raised beds, split level constructions,
raised roads/lanes, embankments etc. also needed
locally built dry stone retaining walls of 3 - 5 ft.
The Actions on Dry Stone Retaining Walls

Fig. 6 Retaining Wall collapse - Macclesfield, UK

As previously stated, the possible actions and failure mechanisms of dry stone retaining walls are
more numerous than the rigid body modes for retaining walls constructed from concrete or brick. For
example, soil slips in the retained soil will progress on through the dry stone of the retaining wall, so
that there are more possible failure mechanisms for a dry stone retaining wall.
Some retaining wall constructions in the literature, appear to be very similar to those for freestanding
walls – sometimes wider at the founds and with a larger batter on the front facing wall. Some retaining
wall types from County Donegal are shown in Figs.7 and 8. Some other retaining wall sketches suggest
tilting the retaining wall into the retained slope – difficult to construct!
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The horizontal actions (forces) on the back (earth/soil) face of the retaining wall are not present on
freestanding walls and in the medium and long term these horizontal actions are quite complicated
and are not immediately obvious to the waller during wall building. So that, on leaving an
apparently sound wall in August, there may be a call back the following February to a very different
circumstance.
Usually, the principle horizontal action is due to the retained soil behind the wall. Soil has a unit
weight about 2.6 times that of water. In Ireland, depending on location, the retained soil may be clay,
sand, silt, gravel, organic, historic or modern landfill – or a mixture of these !
Each soil type exerts a different characteristic active pressure on the back of the wall. Also, water
infiltration downwards through the surface of the retained soil causes water pressures behind the
wall, see Fig. 2, which are in addition to the active soil pressure (in the case of a fully saturated backfill
- possibly producing an increase of up to 40%).
Because of the seepage routes through the dry stone wall, hydrostatic pressure will only build up
when the wall stone interstices have become blocked. If the seepage continues for some time, say 10
years, then fines will be washed out of the wall interstices and preferred drainage routes through the
dry stone wall may emerge. A modification to the backfill of the double faced wall, shown in Fig .7, is
the placing of a French Drain immediately behind the wall.
Furthermore, during the winter, ground and air frosts will occur. As the temperature drops down through
40C the viscosity of water increases, so that seepage through the retained soil and the stone wall slows.
At 00C the water changes to ice within the soil pores and the wall stone interstices. During this phase
change from water to ice, there is a bulk volumetric expansion of 9% of the water within the soil pores
and the wall stone interstices.
If the dry stone wall Void Ratio, e, is known and the wall is taken to be saturated, then the stresses
generated on and within the wall can be estimated. The effect of frosts can be greater if the temperature
fall is rapid, and freeze – thaw cycling takes place.
The winter effects of freezing can be very significant in exposed locations and in landscape frost
pockets and in retaining walls with frequently saturated soil backfill, such as cultivated raised beds,
terraced pits and stepped terracing after intense rainstorms.
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A short review of the published advice
These items have been taken from books and leaflets written by wallers and their details are given in
the Bibliography below - I have included the date of publication, the source and the original units.
Author
J Vivian
L Garner
P McAfee
A Brooks
DSWA(GB)

Item
Book (US)
Book
Book
Book
Leaflet

Date
1978
2001
1997
1989
2006

Rec Height
4 ft
4 ft
5 ft
3 – 6 ft
5 ft

Table Comparisons of recommended Heights for hand built dry stone retaining walls.
In the cases where the recommended retaining wall height is 5 ft, the walls were topped with a stone
coping, so that the actual retained height is only 4 ft or 1.20m. The stone coping acts as an edging to
the retained levelled area and provides a measure of extra stability to the retaining wall.
From the table above, it appears that the most used height, for manually built dry stone retaining wall
constructions is 4 ft, that is 1.20m.
Noting the dates of publication from the table, the units
and the variability of heights it may be the case that the
height of 1.20m was generally considered safe and
satisfactory, for a manually built dry stone retaining wall, in
an unperturbed agricultural setting, at the dates of
publication.
But today, accounting for the already foreseen effects of
climate change in Ireland, it appears prudent to
recommend that wallers limit their dry stone retaining wall
construction height to less than 1.20m (4ft) or top the wall
with coping stones to add stability.
Any retaining wall constructions – walls, terraces, terracing,
pits, stepped pits, raised beds etc - around 1.20m, or
greater than 1.20m, will benefit from the advice of an
engineer. This is prudent business sense for the waller
and avoids taking on short/medium/long term unforeseen
risks and any possible consequential financial losses.
In some cases, depending on the type of retained soil and
the location, even the construction of a 1.00m dry stone
retaining wall will require propping, site drainage and a safe
construction method.
For example, there are many unforeseen problems that
can occur due to the wall location, see Fig. 2 and changes
in land use, such as – vibrations (traffic, machinery),
becoming a property boundary (local changes of land
ownership), undermining and undercutting (at front face),
new loads, use of the wall as a prop, the addition of a
fence/screen to the wall top, attaching fixings and braces
(using expanding bolts), flooding and water erosion etc.
Dry Stone Terraces, Majorca, Spain
Photo: Karl Kennedy
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Summary

1. The effects of climate change are increasing in Ireland. This includes more frequent extreme
weather events such as intense rainstorms.
Increased winter rainfall will induce retained soil to become more saturated and more
groundwater pore seepage flow will arrive at the back of the retaining wall, so that water
pressure may be greater, or there will more interstitial flow paths through the dry stone.
Saturation may change the physical properties of the retained soil and a weeping seepage
face will be evident at the front wall face.
Surface run off flow which does not enter groundwater, may pond in front of the wall, or on
the retained levelled area at wall top height.
2. Historically, within the agricultural landscape, using traditional tools and methods, dry stone
retaining walls would be up to 1.20m (4 ft). If any greater excavation depth or embanked height
was required then stepped retained areas would be used.
3. To avoid taking on unnecessary litigious and commercial risks, in these times of climate
change, it is prudent for wallers to be reassured, in advance of the retaining wall construction,
by the advice of an engineer retained by the property owner, or project architect. The advice
should cover the suitable construction sequence/method, the appropriate wall dimensions and
the possible seasonal and long term effects of water on the construction.
4. A recent summary of EU sponsored research is given by Morel, Garnier and McCombie at
the end of the bibliography below. The most promising method of design and analysis is
analogous to that for reinforced concrete slabs and it is hoped that both manual and CAD
methods will be available in the future for the design and assessment of dry stone retaining
walls. This method allows for the continuation of soil slips through the dry stone retaining wall.
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Documenting our stone heritage.
Over the past few years, Cork stonemason Jim Fahy has been busy collecting
and documenting the history of the masons. Part of this process of his is
recording interviews with people in the trade.
Jim says his whole intention is to gather as much information on the many
facets of stone work as possible. Jim has been going out and about with his
recorder recording as many interviews as he can, and continues to do so. If
you or someone you know has an interesting story to tell about any aspect of
our stone heritage, please do let us know and we will do our best to get it
recorded.
The next interview in this series is an interview Jim did with retired Cork
Stonemason Dave Walsh. Below is an extract of that interview. We will put a
full text version of the interview up on the DSWAI members forum for anyone who wishes to read the full
interview.

Dave Walsh interview, with Jim Fahy. Edited by Sinéad Fagan & Sunny Wieler
On the 6th of September 2018, Jim and Dave meet up for a chat at Woodleigh, Ballinlough Road in Cork City.
Jim starts off by asking Dave to describe how he first got started in the building trade.

Dave: I started my time in September 1950. My father was a builder and the first job I got was with him.
He had a mason called Mickey Nason and I spent my first six months with him. They used to be all ballhopping me saying “ Mickey Nason wouldn't do it that way” to show me up (laughter).
Dan O'Brien was working as a mason with my father then as well and I was Dano's apprentice. Now
Dano was a gentleman, and he had a nickname, they used to call him the 'Glassy Slippers' because
he was always talking about his wife Eileen. They were lovely people in fairness, they only lived down
the road. When they were doing a line Eileen and himself used to go dancing and she always wore
glassy slippers and she was 'the belle of the ball'. Dano was a real family man; he taught me an awful
lot. By God, if I stepped out of line, did a wrong thing with bricks or anything, he wouldn't be long telling
me, you know, he didn't spare me. I think my father wanted me to get wider experience and I got a job
with O'Callan Brothers around Ballymacthomas and those places. I spent a couple of years there. I met
an awful lot of the masons there, from Paddy Sullivan or as we know
him better, lovingly, 'Talkie' (laughter) and Joe his brother and Dave
his brother, I think they're all dead now...
Jim: No Dave's still alive.
Dave: Is Dave still alive?
Jim: Yeah, Dave's still alive.
Dave: Because Dave never married
Jim: He didn't, no.
Dave: So, he could be still alive alright (laughter) the married fellas
go quickly (laughter).

Dave’s father. Tom Walsh (1928)
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I spent seven years of my time then with O'Callan Bros. until I got married in 1960.
I was working then with the Direct Labour scheme in Ballyphehane which was another different
experience again, I met different people. The foreman was Denis (Dinny) Riordan who suffered mainly
from his tummy and I think he had the nickname of Stomach Polar. There was a Mr. Keogh, we never
even knew his first name, a mason also who was general foreman of us all, but it was like talking to the
hierarchy when you spoke to him. Bobby Hurley and his son Tony were there and also Frankie
Harrington and Conny Murray.
Time went by and eventually, I gave my notice to that job and went back up to O' Callan Brothers. The
foreman that time was Jimmy Chanley- he came and asked for me and gave very good rates and things
like that, a guaranteed week, which was very important at that time. I had an apprentice then, Michael
Meara, one of the 'posey' Mearas and he was a wonderful lad, a very good lad. Michael, if you looked
at him, you'd think he was all night drinking, he'd have a pain in his head, and he never tasted alcohol
in his life (laughter).
We met different people then, like Derry Chanley and Gerald
Kenefick. Now Gerald was an unusual sort of a fellow. We were up
at Ballymacthomas, not far from Shandon at the time and if Gerald
came in three minutes late, he was docked a quarter of an hour.
There'd be mutiny. There used to be murder with himself and 'Spare
Parts'- 'Spare Parts' was general foreman there, Paddy O' Callan
'Spare Parts' was general foreman there and there used to be
murder because Gerald wanted to go looking at the different faces
of the clock (laughter). One was three minutes after eight, another
one could be a minute before eight, another one could be six
minutes... as you know, it was called the 'four-faced liar'. It was a
constant battle between the two of them all day.
One day Derry was out sick and I was sent with Gerald, to partner
him on the wall, and we were doing along boundary walls at the time.
Gerald was working with his line up and we were working away. Then
all of a sudden he took his line down, wrapped up his line and put it
Shandon Bells 'The four faced clock'
to his back. I said 'What are you doing?' [We hadn't finished] He said
'Your line, it's your line you must use.' He was unusual, but I got on ok with him. We all have our figaries.
After that I went and worked with Kennedy Callan.
Jim: Kennedy Callan, are they the same crowd as the Callan Brothers?
Dave: They're the Callan Brothers yeah.
Kennedy was one of them, but they were always
known as the Kennedy Callans. A strange thingKennedy built a house on the Douglas Road,
nearly opposite St Finbar's Hospital now, there's
a place called Knockrea Park in there. He built it
on an acre of land and of course, this was top
class. My brother is living there for the past thirtyfive years, he bought the house. Kennedy
Callan's daughter used to come down from
Dublin to visit him to talk about happy days and From left: Dave Walsh (mason) Padna Murphy (labourer)
all that sort of thing. You had Kennedy and you Noel Murphy (Ruberoid Roofing) at the Cork Summer
had Billy, who was The Whistler. He'd always Show 1955
remind us of the doodlebug that used to come over London during the war with a whistle [the air raid
siren or 'doodlebug' warning of the approach of a V1 flying bomb] You'd hear a kind of a tuneless whistle
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and all of a sudden, the whistle would stop and you never knew where the bomb was going to drop.
We never knew where Billy was going to drop when he stopped whistling and you were looking around,
that's a fact (laughter).
John then was called a phantom. He was tough to work for or with. He was a plasterer, so he was in
charge of the plasterers. He never had anything to do with us. Then you had Paddy 'Spare Parts'. I told
you about how he got his name. He was fixing his car where he lived out on the Lough and when he
was finished with it, there were several pieces on the ground. An old lady passing said 'Paddy what are
those for?' 'Ah, don't mind them', he said, 'they're spare parts', and it stuck to him. Poor Paddy hadn't
much of a clue to be honest about it. They put him out of harm's way kind of, by making him a general
foreman. Paddy came up to us one day, myself and Mickie, tears running down his face, that Billy had
really given out to him. He said 'You know yourself lads', he says, I use his words now, 'the best of
clerks makes mistakes, I must be a feckin genius' (laughter). I have little memories of things like that
you know. The masons generally were very decent lads. Finbar Falvey was working there as well God
rest him.
Jim: They were the Blackers.
Dave: He was the Blacker and Timmy the Blacker was working there as well. As a matter of fact, he
was pally with Gerald Kenefick afterwards and they got on great together. Timmy got in with the Falvey’s
in a big way, Timmy was a very intelligent man but Finbarr could never grasp what things were. I
remember one day saying 'Would you ever put the thinga-me-bob up by the feck-a-me-jig there,' no
one knowing what the thinga-me-bob and the feck-a-me-jig we were talking about were (laughter). He's
dead now God rest him. Timmy Flying paper was there.
Jim: Timmy oh yes.
Dave: Going back a bit, I worked with Maxie Bear quite a bit
too and I found Maxie to be a gentleman. I used to get on
great with him, we were great pals.
Jim: Do you know how Timmy Flying Paper got his nickname at
all?
Dave: Just his weight and his size, you know.
Jim: I was told actually it was on a site one day that someone had
put up the old scaffolding fairly dodgy and he was building a wall.
Of course, the scaffold collapsed under him and he clung onto the
wall and that's what they said, he was like fly paper (laughter).
A young, Thomas Falvey ‘Maxi Bear’ (boy in
center with the hammer)

Dave: After that then was the 'Papals' after the Papal
Blessing.
He worked up here with Bradley Brothers who built Bellmonte, Sundrive and those places up there.
God, this must be sixty years ago now, the Papal anyway got married. He was a pal of Paddy Falvey
too. He came back after a day or two because there was no such thing as honeymoons that time, I
think anyway. Billy Bradley said to him, 'Well Paddy, how did the wedding go?' Paddy said 'Oh God sir
it was gorgeous' he said, 'we had neutral mass and papal blessing,' and to this day all his grandchildren
are all 'Papals'. Basically, they were all decent people, they were all nice people and decent people
who worked hard to make a living. When I started my time, I had six old pence an hour for a forty-seven
hour week and I went up to nine pence and hour and I thought I was really wealthy, r-e-a-l-l-y wealthy.
Anyway, when Callan Brothers went into liquidation I was with Tom O'Connell. Tom O'Connell was very
decent, as a builder he was a very decent man. He looked after families and when it came to Christmas,
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he gave every family a turkey. Now if there were three brothers working, which there was, they just got
one turkey because of the one family only. As he said himself, he wanted turkey on the table of every
person, people who were staff. Unfortunately, some of the lads went and sold them to the women
across the road straight away just to get something extra for the pubs and pints. We worked Good
Friday and going back now to the Callan Brothers again, Paddy 'Spare Parts' let us go down to the
stations in the North Cathedral. So, a certain percentage of the lads that were going to the stations had
a slight diversion down Gerald Griffin Street where they knew there was a pub they could go in the back
and they went down and had a few pints while the stations were going on. And if they had, there was
Paddy outside the door waiting for them to come out and they were all locked (laughter).
I worked then with a crowd called Docell. I was a kind of I suppose what you'd call a general foreman,
I don't know what they call it today and I was with them for a while. I remember one particular labourer,
a small fella Tommy- he'd only one eye, he had a glass eye. He was some character. He came in one
day anyway and he had a kind of a thing over his eye and I said 'What happened your eye Tom?' 'Ah',
he said 'I left it on the table to keep an eye on the wife' (laughter). Now the next one was a bit rude, he
was called 'Top-it-up' because there is a pub up there, I forget the name of it now, Packy's or something
like that, up in Fairhill by Fairfield and he used to go there for his regular, for his few pints you see. He'd
get his pints and when the barman would turn, he'd take a quick sup out of it and say, 'Ah look at that
now, top it up'. But one night they did top it up but with Epsom salts. This is the way Tommy told me
the story now, so you'll have to excuse the expressions. Tommy didn't realize it until he was going down
Spangle Hill into where he lived, to his house, and he suddenly got an attack. His wife had her pals in
that night and he just made the stairs and the whole lot came away. I declare to God, the small daughter
came out and she ran into her mammy and said 'Oh mammy daddy's out on the stairs and he's all shit'
(laughter). All the women came out to have a look (laughter). Well you couldn't make it up, you couldn't
make it up really.

Dave Walsh’s Indenture papers, drawn up in 1957

We did a lot of work then around Rochestown College, with dry rot and so on. My father was a builder
and I joined him then as a contractor, which meant, unfortunately I couldn't be a member of the Builder's
Federation and the masons at the time. So unfortunately, you know...
Jim: So you had to give up the trade?
Dave: Well not give up the trade...
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Jim: But you were gone from the society?
Dave: I was still a mason, I had to go, I was forced from it. I couldn't be a member of two unions that
time. I got on ok for about thirty years. The private work I was doing, work for the Southern Health
Board at the time, Cork airport, Texaco there at the time, some of the hospitals and the VEC schools,
so you know, I was kept going, happy like and all that but I always longed to get back to the block, or
the brick. I always longed to get back to it.
Jim: Did you miss it, like in the sense because of the characters that you met there, or was it the work itself?
Dave: Well I enjoyed the work, and I enjoyed the more challenging work but I also got some beautiful
characters.
The Bearlager na Saor then, I'd love to learn more about it. You were saying you're doing a project on
the hidden languages, I'm looking forward to seeing that. The Bearlager, I only knew a little of it and it
was Dan O'Brien told me: ‘Caheke the binnue mock'.
Jim: Which means?
Dave: Watch what you're saying, friend.Éist the luda is caheken' 'the boss (or the foreman) is listening.
'You could say 'The buagh is caheken’ (buagh pronounced as ‘boo’) you could say 'the woman is
listening' and 'You look after the 'geab-éis' there for me' is the young fella.
Jim: Oh the apprentice.
Dave: The apprentice yeah, that's what I mean, the apprentice and I won't say what they said about
'gabús' (laughter).
Jim: Ah but you should because I've gotten that from all the lads, like you know
them all, had various views that, the phrases... and you see every one we get,
because you see, unfortunately not everyone remembers everything. People
remember bits-and-bobs and bits-and-pieces you know so whatever you
remember no matter how rude or whatever it is.
Dave: Oh I know that.
Jim: We need that as well.
Dave: But I'm mad looking forward to what you're saying because I love
history, you know hidden languages and things like that, especially with
the mason's language. Oh it must have been superb.
Jim: Well, they reckon that it came from the old Gaelic, the old Irish*.
Dave: It wouldn't surprise me
Jim: Back at the very start of time, the old Irish and like 'mac' as you know was
friend or brother.
Dave: Friend, well it's 'son' actually. Tis actually 'son' 'Mac Auley'

*'Old Irish' refers to the Irish
spoken roughly between the
6th-10th centuries. Old Irish is
the ancestor of all modern
northern Celtic languages:
Modern Irish, Scottish Gaelic
and Manx.
What the interviewer refers to
regarding the standing stones
is an older form of Irish called
'Primitive Irish'. Fragments of
Primitive Irish, mainly personal
names, are known from
inscriptions on stone written in
the Ogham alphabet. Ogham,
a system of strokes and
notches cut on the edges of
stone or wood, was based
ultimately on the Latin
alphabet. It was used mainly
for brief memorial inscriptions
being much too cumbersome
to serve as a medium for
extentended texts. These
inscriptions date from about
the 3rd or 4th centuries.
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Jim: It's actually 'mac', 'mac' is on all the standing stones, that actually starts the thing, like 'mac' son of
O'Sullivan, or O'Brien... who would have been the chief then of that area.
Dave: Yeah 'Mac Cártaigh' the son of Carthy. Ní Cártaigh, the woman, she is the daughter 'Ní'.
Jim: It is based on the old Irish.
Dave: It's important those things are kept going.
Jim: Well you see, your generation, and probably me I'm probably the last that would have any interest in that
part of the...
Dave: Well what is it though, I mean I'm totally out of touch today, well you're right in the middle of it.

Dave: I was going to say to you too, we always worked a fiveand-a-half day week as you know. We worked till half past
twelve on Saturday. I know in Kennedy Callan's Saturday
morning was 'crúibín' ('crubeen'- dish of boiled pig's feet,
typically battered and fried and eaten by hand) morning and
you had the ‘Gallen’ boy there for hours, boiling up all the
'crubeens' and so. Now in Callan Brothers you had a fella
called Bobba Gainey who was a fine footballer afterwards.
Bobba was the Gallen boy. Now the Gallen boy had more
money than any mason, because if you didn't give Bobba his
shilling on Friday night, a person's wages like, and you're
talking now about maybe one hundred and fifty people, by
God you wouldn't drink your tea for a week afterwards
(laughter) and if you did, you'd be sitting on the bowl across
the hall (laughter). I remember Bobba used to go on then,
and it was all timber like, you'd be burning timber and if the
timber was wet, he'd go in and you could see smoke and all
of a sudden he'd throw a big gallon of creosote into it and
there'd be an explosion.
Presentation of a certificate to Dave Walsh
after retirement. This was to pay tribute to his He'd come out and it would be like coming out of Dante's
life as a mason in Cork and was the idea of
Inferno he'd be black out and so on (laughter). There was a
John Steel and Joe Fahy so as to honor those very funny thing happened one day. There was one of our
men who otherwise are forgotten.
labourers there, John Buckley, God rest him, a big tall fella
like and he got a great tip for a horse, a horse called St. Anthony. He got Bobba to go down town for
him, he used to make money then from the bookies as well you see.
He turned out a business man later on. He put two shillings on St. Anthony. Next of all it must have
been on the radio, someone had a radio and St. Anthony won at 20-1. John was on a high, he was
jumping around the place with excitement and when he saw Bobba, he said 'Where's my ticket?' and
Bobba says 'what ticket?' 'For St. Anthony.' 'I put it in St Anthony's inside in Broad Lane [church donation
box] (laughter). I thought it was him you were saying a pray for.' He did in his eye (laughter).
Jim: He kept the money (laughter).
Dave: He was fast like, that was St Francis he put it in. There was murder. Bobba was a good business
fella.
Jim: Would you have had much dealing with the union at the time, the society?
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Dave: Well I used to go to the meetings.
Jim: Who were involved at that stage?
Dave: Well Johnny Murray was our first secretary and that inducted me with Billy Mandden back in the
1950s.
Jim: Do you remember there was a strike? The masons went on strike for, I think it was, for walking time. I think
it was in1947?
Dave: Now it was '37. My father was on strike for nearly six months. They went out for a penny. After
the six months they had to go back hungry.
Jim: That must have been a rough time.
Dave: Well only for an aunt, a sister of my father's we were in trouble. She had a shop and only for
Nelly we would have been in trouble. Well I barely remember, I was only two or something but I was
told afterwards. Christmas Eve she came down with toys for the children, a bit of ham and a bit of this
and a bit of that. Otherwise we would have starved. I think it lasted about six months and they were
forced back. I don't know did they get a ha'penny?
Jim: I don't think any of the other trades supported them, did they?
Dave: No,no...no. My father had a brother John. John was a very quiet decent lad like you know. That
would be John Walsh. He went off to New York after a while and he was the last man in the world that
should have gone to New York. He was totally laid back and I believe we lost track of him actually. His
wife didn't like Cork people, he married to a Dublin girl. He was writing to my father for a while, then he
disappeared.
Jim: He was related obviously to Thomas Walsh.
Dave: That's my father and his brother. Then their father was Jack
Walsh. He was another man we lost total track of, he went off to
London and we never heard from him again. He's dead and buried
donkeys’ years in London somewhere. But we've no connection
whatsoever. Jack then had a brother Tom and he was called the 'Wan
Tom' not 'one'... the Wan Tom Walsh.
Jim: How did he pick up that nickname you don't know?
Dave: Because of all the Tom Walshe’s around now and he was the
Wan Tom Walsh and there was no other Walshe’s around, and he
worked with my father in the building of Gurranabraher Church, they
were there for a long time.
Jim: That started in the thirties wasn't it?
Thomas Walsh, Cork Mason ,
Irish Citizen Army

Dave: It was in the thirties, yeah. My father came out of his time. They
were all laid off and the Wan Tom was with him. My father said 'Wan
Tom what are you going to do now?' 'Ah sure, the world is my oyster now boy.' 'Oh yes, yes, yes and
you know it all now'. 'What else is there to know?' said my father. 'Ah yes, you're seven years at it now,
I'm thirty-five years at it and I'm still learning but you'd be a bit faster than me', he'd have the legs cut
from under you (laughter).
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When brick fireplaces came in it was highly secretive. You didn't want any outsider to know how to build them.
So the Wan Tom used to get his brick fireplace, get all his bricks in, the labourer would bring in a few buckets of
mortar, he keeled it all out and he'd sit down then with his paper, smoke his pipe (laughter) and nobody would
tell him how long it was going to take. And when he wanted another bit of stuff he opened the thing and took the
buckets of stuff in. But never let anybody in till the fireplace was finished.
Jim: My God.
Dave: They must be related then to Tom ‘Corkie’ Walsh?
Jim: Well I know his father was John Walsh, was it?
Dave: Well we had a John Walsh in the family too. My father's brother was a mason.
Jim: He was called 'The Whistler' I think, Thomas was with the IRA.
Dave: I'm not sure I can't go back that far.
Jim: ‘Corkie’ Walsh... he had a nickname as well in Cork and he was called 'The Whistler'.
Dave: Is that right?
Jim: Now he was known as ‘Corkie’ in Dublin because obviously he was in Dublin.
Dave: But that's funny now because my uncle was John Walsh and he was a mason. They were all masons right
through like you know. So, I think there's a connection somewhere there.
Jim: There has to be because as you know yourself most of these people were all related anyway, all the families.
Dave: But you see there was very few Walshes in the masons. I wasn't aware of any other Walsh to be honest
about it. Once my father started building, as far as I was concerned, I didn’t know of any other Walsh. But it's
worth looking into because like you now Jim I love history. I always maintained we're only two generations away
from extinction and in two generations time nobody knew Dave Walsh existed and nobody knew Jim Fahy
existed.
Jim: Yeah I know, I agree with you.

[End of Interview]

A note on Thomas ‘Corkie’ Walsh
Thomas " Corkie" Walsh was a well known member of the Cork Masons
Society. It is thought he came to Dublin to work at around 1914 and lodging in
23 Cuffe Street not far from the Bricklayers Hall. He immediately joined the
Dublin Branch [of the Masons]. In 1915, being of sound character and a good
trade unionist, he joined James Connolly's Irish Citizen Army.
He was mobilized on Easter Sunday morning to Liberty Hall when the
countermand came through. Thomas, like so many other members Citizen
Army was ordered by Connolly to stay there overnight. The following morning
after being ordered to fall in behind the Volunteers, ‘Corkie’ and his Citizen
Army comrades marched their way towards the GPO.
While the GPO was being fortified, and Pearse, Connolly and Tom Clarke
stood outside proclaiming the new Irish Republic, Thomas 'Corkie' Walsh was
positioned at the corner of Abbey Street. In her book "Remember It’s for
Ireland" Fionnuala MacCurtain recalls the following account given to her
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grandmother Elizabeth, Walsh's sister. "Based at the corner of Sackville [O Connell] Street and Abbey
Street, he was dressed in his new uniform and was on duty. A group of his friends from Cork passed
up the road and started kicking his newly erected barricade. When Tommy went over to stop them, they
recognized him and started shouting 'Well what have we got here - good old Corkie Walsh,' addressing
him by his nickname. They continued ribbing him, kicking the barricade and causing general disorder.
‘Corkie’ fired his gun into the air to disperse them. History would record that ‘Corkie’ Walsh fired the
first shot in the Easter Rising near the GPO but the circumstances would not get mentioned".
After his court-martial Walsh was sentenced to death
but this was later commuted to 10 years penal
servitude, first at Knutsford prison and later the
Frongoch Internment Camp in Wales. During this time,
Walsh kept in constant contact with Owen Hynes and
the Bricklayers' Hall. It was decided at an executive
meeting that money should be sent to his family (two
sisters) on a weekly basis which was done for all
deported members of the union who took part in the
Rising. Walsh was released the following December.
On the 2nd of March 1918, Thomas ‘Corkie’ Walsh was
taken from his lodgings in Cuffe Street to St Vincent's
Hospital where he died from cardiac failure and
pneumonia the same day.
His body was brought back to Cork Cathedral. Thousands attended his funeral including members of
the Volunteers, Cumman na mBan and the Citizen's Army. He was laid to rest in St. Finnbarr’s
Cemetery and the three-volley salute was fired over his coffin.
Walsh's sister's Susanna and Annie applied to the Army Dependents Pension Fund for support in the
1950's, stating their brother's health was impaired while in prison and that he was their sole supporter.
They also stated that his grave lay unmarked, testified to by Walsh's Commanding Officer and Owen
Hynes, the General Secretary of the Union but their claim was rejected.
In January 2016, Thomas Walsh's 1916 medals were sold in New York by a private collector for over
$4,000. For almost 100 years, his grave lay unmarked in St. Finbarr's Cemetry until Jim Fahy and the
Cork Masons Historical Society erected a grave stone to mark his centenary in 2018. The head stone
was unveiled by James ‘Heron’ Connolly, grandson of James Connolly. Photo of the
unveiling below.

Councilor Mike Nugent, Patrick Cooney ,Liam O’Brien, Jim Fahy and James Heron Connolly grandson of James Connolly
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Stonecraft for Woodcraft in the Haliburton Highlands, Canada By Ian Kinross
By Noel McConnell

Before my father-in-law Claus passed away, he asked
that the little log cabin he had built for the grandchildren
be kept in the family. We found a local crane operator,
Chuck Hopkins, who was able to pluck it from its gravel
base, load it onto a trailer, and take it on a dodgy road
trip about five kilometers from my in-laws’ place on
Horseshoe Lake to our cottage on Minden Lake, about
two-and-a-half hours drive north of Toronto, Ontario.
My mother-in-law, Ann, kindly funded this epic journey.
Our lakefront lot is beautiful but challenging with its
steep slopes. Once Chuck got the log cabin nestled in
the woods on a new gravel pad near our cottage, I
decided to honor its woodcraft with some stonecraft –
specifically, two dry stone retaining walls fore and aft.
The log cabin would get a little stone nest to give it some
breathing room in its new woodland home of beech, oak,
maple and pine.

I am an amateur dry stone waller, taking up this craft a few years ago after studying the method with
John Shaw-Rimmington at the Haliburton School for the Arts. During his one-week course, about 15
of us built a very sturdy low wall about 30 feet long by 4 high. More importantly, we got a taste of both
the technical methods and spirit of dry stone walling. John has worked and studied widely in North
America, the UK and elsewhere around the world. I later joined the Dry Stone Wall Association of
Ireland as a guest member because I was mesmerized and inspired by the work I saw and read about
on its website.
When Scots, Irish, English and European farmers settled in this
Canadian region perhaps 150 years ago, they carved out small farms
on rough terrain, often moving the stone into long, rough fence lines.
Some also brought along the dry stone craft. At a fourth-generation
farm I visited near Haliburton, Ontario, the farmer showed me a
massive and solidly-built dry stone wall. Hidden away on his 160-acre
farm, it could easily be the eighth wonder of the world. This region
also supported the life and culture of indigenous people for thousands
of years, its lakes and rivers connecting their communities, hunting,
fishing and agriculture.
After learning the basics, I started into some dry stone projects at our
small cottage, first building up a neglected area near the lake, then
putting a low stone terrace around our vegetable garden. When I had
flexed my dry stone muscles for a couple of years, I decided to tackle
the terraces for the little log cabin.
I sourced much of the stone from a local father and son, both of whom
work in the aggregates business.
Brent Coltman delivered five ton of building stone, mostly gneiss. It had been tumbled about when the
glaciers receded thousands of years ago in this area, but had good flat surfaces despite its rounded
edges. For my capstones, his father Wayne Coltman took me to the little granite quarry in the hills
behind his home south of Minden, Ontario. There I selected some gorgeous thick granite slabs and
with help from my wife Nadine, loaded them into our minivan for a couple of trips back to the cottage.
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Excavation and specifications

I used a spade to excavate the space for the first terrace in front of the cabin – about 11 feet in length including
a short curve at the end. Once the site was level, I tamped down a couple of inches of half-inch gravel and
checked for level again before setting posts for a batter angle and starting in on the foundation. The main section
of the wall is straight but I would freelance the curved bit which dead-ended nicely into a cluster of young beech
trees.
While this is a retaining wall, I decided to build it up as a proper wall with courses front and back, packed with
hearting. The base started at roughly 30 inches thick. I looked for like-minded stone and built it course by course,
backfilling the space behind it with some misshapen stone and good topsoil.
The pieces of the puzzle were coming together.
Next door, farmer Casey Cox took off the first cut of hay and wrapped
it into bales that resembled giant white marshmallows. The hay would
feed his cattle through the long winter.
The Haliburton Highlands in Ontario, Canada feature extreme climate
variations. As the temperature shot up to daytime highs of 30C-plus
in summer, I worked in the cool of the morning to get on the cover
band of slimmer stones, and fit the granite capstones on top. The icing
was on the cake.
Using the leftover b-grade stone, I completed a retaining wall behind
the cabin, to create an easy walk-about.

Each terrace stood about three feet tall. Some large granite
stones afforded steps leading to the front door.
The summer before the lockdown, our older daughter Alison
visited and christened the cabin with her first sleep over as an
adult. Our younger daughter Colleen brought her fiancé Tim and
his family for a week at our cottage, and Colleen kindly posed in
front of the cabin with its completed dry stone terraces. For a
simple gardening touch, we put in sturdy Hostas and seasonal
impatiens for colour. We would let the area around green up
back to forest in the next couple of years.
Years ago, Claus had built this cabin of local cedar. He cut and
joined each piece by hand. Our two daughters and niece Anna
posed in front of the new cabin completed in the 1990s. Claus
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would continue to modify its interior as more grandkids came along. Ultimately, with the bunk beds he built, it
slept seven. Claus declared it “a 100-year cabin” and enclosed a time capsule under the dormer to be opened
by a future generation.

After Claus passed away and Ann sold the family cottage on nearby Horseshoe Lake, the little log cabin stayed
in the family following its epic road trip.
The cabin is now nested by dry stone terraces guaranteed by the waller for 100 yearsI hope I have made them sturdy enough to withstand our minus-30C winters and plus-30C summer heatwaves
– stonecraft for woodcraft with a pretty view of Minden Lake.

Ian Kinross is a Toronto writer, retired communications
consultant and amateur dry stone waller. He is a literacy tutor
with East York Learning Experience and a member of the
Thorncliffe Park Community Garden. One day he wishes to visit
Ireland’s “Stairway to Heaven” and other dry stone destinations.
Ian blogs about stone walling, gardening, music, bicycle repair
and more at kinrosscordless.wordpress.com

Drawing walls for National Drawing Day. May 16th 2020
May 16th was National Drawing Day here in
Ireland, organized by the National Gallery of
Ireland.
Every year, the National Gallery of Ireland—
together with dozens of museums, galleries,
libraries and cultural organizations all over the
island of Ireland—encourages people to get
drawing with a jam-packed day of free events for
people of all ages.
This year the DSWAI decided to get involved
and put a call out to the public to 'Draw A Wall'
for National Drawing Day, to show the beauty of
our Ireland's dry stone heritage.
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We were delighted to see so may get involved.
Thank you to every single one of you who did so. We even had a number of young artists, as young as
10 get involved which is wonderful to see. The more people (young and old) we get looking at and
appreciating the country's wonderful dry stone walls and structures, the better chance we have of
preserving them for future generations to appreciate.
Below are some of the wonderful artworks that were sketched and shared with us on the day.

See all the artworks shared on the day in the news section of the DSWAI website here.
There will be another online #DrawAWall campaign happening as part of Féile na gCloch’s virtual
festival happening this September so please do join us for a fun weekend. There will even be some
great spot prizes given out over the weekend so get sharpening your pencils. More information on this
to come.
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Members Forum Photos Highlight
As many of you know, your membership includes access to our online members forum where we
encourage members to share their dry stone photos and get involved in discussions. Here are two
highlighted photos posted by members on the forum.

An attempt at a stile.
Photo by Barry Larkin

Carin building in West Cork. Photo by Sunny Wieler

Dry Stone Cow houses in Valais, Val d'Hérens
(Switzerland). Photo by Benjamin Malecki

An attempt at a stile.
Photo by Barry Larkin

Dry stone wall in our back garden after doing a DSWAI two day course with
Mike Fearnhead at the Organic Centre in Leitrim
Photo by Neal Cook
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Dry Stone Walls

(Basics, Construction, Significance) Book Review by Sunny Wieler

I first came across this book back in 2015 in Austria, when one of
the contributors to the book, Theodor Schmidt gave a great
technical talk the effects of wind and earth pressures on Walls.
He also spoke about the publication of this book, which was then
only in German, So I am very happy to see that this book has
been translated into English last year.
The book is originally based on research undertaken by many
swiss experts from the Swiss Environmental Operation
Foundation (SUS). For six years, a total of around 40 experts
from a wide range of fields have worked on, or contributed to this
publication with a goal to produce the drystone bible.
The book is full of rich content and fantastic illustrations and
images over 470 glorious pages.
It covers all the basics but also the very technical aspects of dry
stone construction, not to mention great information on the
wildlife and Flora associated with walls.

Format: Hardback | 472 pages
Dimensions: 200 x 295 x 38.1mm
Publication date: 15 Feb 2019
Publisher: Scheidegger und Spiess
AG, Verlag
Publication City/Country: Zurich,
Switzerland
Language: English
Illustrations note: 362 color, 187 b&w
ISBN10 3858818135
ISBN13 9783858818133

This beautifully bound and designed book is not cheap, but if you
have an interest in dry stone walls, it is worth every penny.
The best value I have found is by ordering it through the Book
Depository here.
More information about the book can be found on the website
https://trockenmauerbuch.ch/
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Other Announcements

The 3rd weekend of September has always been marked in many people’s calendars for Féile na gCloch
Festival of Stones on Inis Oirr. And this year it will be celebrated from our own homes with the festival going
online. There is a lot of work going on in the background to bring you all a jam packed weekend of stone talks,
discussions, films, online sketching and a miniature dry stone walling competition, with great prizes to be won.
More about this to come very soon.

Contributions

We encourage all members to submit articles, photos and news for inclusion in our newsletter. If you
are interested in submitting a story or article but need help putting it together, we are here to help.
Admin team would be delighted to receive photos, articles and letters from the membership on dry
stone related topics so please do send us your stuff by contacting admin at info@dswai.ie. We look
forward to hearing from you.
Kind regards,
From all the DSWAI admin volunteers and board of Directors.
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